“What people have the capacity to choose, they have the ability to change.”
Madeleine Jana Korbel Albright...American politician and diplomat. She is the first female
United States Secretary of State in U.S. history, serving 1997 to 2001 under President Clinton.

Will Centers Defined
Many years ago when participating in a psychic workshop, much emphasis was placed
on learning about the seven major chakras. As is common, the focus was on the
emanation of the chakras at the front or anterior of the body. When I enquired about
the chakras that run down the back of the spine, the instructor basically fobbed off my
question by describing them as Will Centers. And when I asked the obvious question
of what is a will center, the answer was rather unconvincing to say the least. But this
article is not about chakras. If you wanted to research the subject, then good luck, as
it could be a lifetime exploration. But if you do, I suggest starting with the many
books written by Cyndi Dale.
Chakras aside, it was some years later before I gained a little understanding of will
centers. Within our experience of helping clients, it’s not unusual to come up against
barriers to change. Even if the Higher Self, the Spirit, and the conscious being all
agree to accept some positive change, it can be overridden by a will center. We
commonly describe it as an aspect of the client. Will centers are also referred to as
determination points, which are mapped out within the blueprint of any person. These
can be equated to milestones within the journey of a life. These are learnings or
experiences that are deemed as necessary to explore within a current existence. This
is a system unique to human beings.
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The definition offered to us is: Will centers are multiple aspects of a human being
coexisting at a determination point. These determination points will exist within
control centers such as chakras, psychic channels and/or third eye anatomy. The
resultant will center has consciousness and can be communicated with. It also has the
potential to inhibit any healing that is offered. A human being can have one or
multiple will centers; there is no set prescription and is determinant upon the choice
of the incarnate soul. The posterior chakras are commonly described as will centers,
but this is inaccurate.
For any change to be accepted, it must meet the criteria of the will center. Within the
journey of life, it is possible to leapfrog certain milestones in the short term, but there
is always a return to experiences or determination points yet to be explored. The
higher realms do have the capacity to override will centers but that is entirely
dependant on the consequences of any intervention.

It has been brought to our attention that the Spirit of a client is aware of their own
will centers, albeit at the unconscious level. And it is possible to communicate with
any will center that is blocking the desired change by a client. It may also be possible
to help the will center “reframe” a chosen experience and approach it from a different
perspective. That is to say, taking a different approach to reduce any negative aspect
influencing the person, or even accept that the intended learning from the experience
has already been gained. There may be no need to continue with the adversity, as an
example.
Human existence is a complex business and there are many aspects we do not
understand. If you are struggling to create change in your life, whether it's health,
career or relationships, consider there may be a part of you that is still exploring the
pre-change. The frustration and anger we all feel, could be what we have chosen to
experience. Until we accept what we are currently feeling and experiencing, until we
accept that change is inevitable, we delay the journey.

As with all the information we publish in our articles and website, or present in our
trainings, the reader is not expected to automatically believe what is offered. All I ask is
that the information be considered. Where possible I include references to other credible
sources. Much of what is presented is our opinion, information from our Guides, and
interpretation of experiences. The only proof we have is in the results we achieve for our clients. We also
acknowledge that what may be relevant today will change, as everything evolves.
It is the readers and/or clients responsibility to do their own research and seek professional medical
advice in every instance. Any individual who has a specific health problem or is taking medications must
first seek advice from his or her personal physician or health care provider before making any changes to
their treatment. Do not cease any medication without medical advice. This information or any associated
text is not designed as a substitute for any form of medical treatment or advice.
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